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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

 

ROGER HALL, et al.,      

)   

Plaintiffs,     )  

)  

v.      )   Civil Action No. 04-814 (RCL)  

)  

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, )  

)  

Defendant.    )  

      ) 

 

AFFIDAVIT OF MARK SAUTER 

 

 Mark Sauter hereby swears and affirms: 

 

1. I am an author and investigator recognized as an expert on 

POW/MIA issues.  My research has been cited by: major media outlets, including 

the Associated Press, New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Los Angeles Times, 

ABC News and Washington Post; POW/MIA family members and their 

associations; Pentagon POW/MIA officials; and two US Senate investigations.   

For more than 25 years I have researched the issue via hundreds of FOIA 

requests; research at Presidential Libraries and the National Archives; travel to 

locations including Russia and North Korea; and the supervision of multi-national 

researchers. Co-author of four books, including American Trophies: How 

American POWs Were Surrendered to North Korea, China, and Russia by 

Washington’s “Cynical Attitude,” I am a graduate of Harvard University (mcl) 

and the Columbia University Graduate School of Journalism, as well as an 
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honorably-discharged US Army officer and veteran of US military operations in 

the Korean Demilitarized Zone. 

2.        My affidavit documents the CIA’s record of failing to disclose and 

release its POW/MIA information and identifies POW/MIA records the Agency 

apparently possesses but has not produced in this case. My research indicates 

the CIA has failed to produce POW/MIA documents falling into four categories: 

 

CIA records specifically mentioned in other production by title, content 

and/or date but apparently not produced; 

 

CIA records specifically alluded to in production  

but, to my knowledge, not produced; 

 

CIA records that, based upon other production, almost certainly  

exist due to known Agency processes but, to my knowledge, 

have not been produced; 

 

CIA records that, based upon information revealed outside this production 

by the CIA and other sources, almost certainly exist due to known Agency 

processes but, to my knowledge, have not been produced. 

 

 

         3.        The CIA has kept important POW-related information classified in 

contradiction to the spirit and letter of the FOIA; pertinent Executive Orders and 

laws; and its own pledges of transparency. It has also denied the very existence 

of historically-significant information to POW/MIA family members; FOIA 

requestors; Congress and other executive branch organizations, only to 

declassify and release such information years or even decades later. 
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4.         For example, according to production in this case, the Agency 

informed both the US Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs and the US 

Army in 1992 that it held “no information” indicating US POWs were sent to the 

Soviet Union during the Korean War (and, in the case of this CIA communication 

to the Senate, that it had no information that such shipments occurred during 

the Vietnam War, though the Agency later changed that position).1  Yet at the 

very time the CIA was stating it had “no information” on shipments of US POWs 

from Korea to the Soviet Union, it possessed detailed classified documents on 

just such reported transfers, with titles such as: “Location of Certain Soviet Transit 

Camps for POW from Korea” (May 3, 1953); “American Prisoners-of-War Held in 

the USSR” (Dec. 31, 1953); “US Prisoners of War in USSR” (April 27, 1954), attached 

as Exhibit 1; and “American Prisoners-of-War Held in the USSR” (Dec. 29, 1953). 

These documents were only revealed and declassified years after the Agency’s 

denials, and it appears likely others like them remain secret to this day. 

5.  The withheld POW/MIA records included those of substantial 

historical and political significance, including one entitled: “U. S. Prisoners of War 

Remaining in Communist Custody After Termination of Exchange of Prisoners 

Under Terms of Korean Armistice Agreement” (Feb. 2, 1954), attached as Exhibit 

                                                
1 [“We have reviewed our files and found no information which would indicate that 

American POWs from either the Korean or Vietnam wars were transferred to the Soviet 

Union:” CIA letter to Chairman of US Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs, Jan. 

21, 1992 (C00492268). “The general asked if we had any information supporting the 

sometimes heard allegations that American POWs were moved to the Soviet Union 

during the Korean War. We said we do not:” “EA/ICOG Spot Report - 4 November 1992” 

reporting on meeting with U.S. Army POW/MIA official (C06010860).] 
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2. This document reveals the US Air Force Chief of Staff secretly asked the CIA to 

conduct “clandestine and covert” operations to rescue “an unknown but 

apparently substantial number of U.S. military personnel captured in the course 

of the Korean War (who) are still being held prisoners by the Communist Forces” 

in various locations, possibly including the “Soviet orbit.” This document was 

revealed on the CIA Freedom of Information Act Electronic Reading Room (the 

“FOIA Web site” or “site”), not via production for this case. According to meta-

data on the CIA site, this document from 1954 was not posted for public review 

until 2012, after being “approved for release” in 2004. This was more than a 

decade after the Agency told the Senate it possessed “no information” on this 

topic and after the CIA had failed to release this document to a number of FOIA 

requestors seeking such records.  

6.       The CIA apparently continues to withhold POW/MIA documents, 

including some more than 60-years-old. The CIA record related to the Air Force’s 

POW rescue request, discussed in Paragraph 5 above, references a similar plea 

from the US Army for help in recovering its Korean War prisoners. To the best of 

my knowledge, CIA records related to that 1953 Army request have not yet 

been released. At the National Archives, other documents dating back to 1953 

are being refused to POW/MIA family members and researchers based on 

documented and suspected CIA classification authority.2  I have seen no 

                                                
2 Examples from the National Archives that include specific reference to CIA classification 

authority include “Withdrawal Sheets” (archival placeholders indicating the removal of still-

classified records) for “(USAF) Master SIRAB File Secret OCT-DEC 1953, Authority: CIA” (among 
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indication in the CIA production pursuant to this action that the Agency has 

reviewed or processed National Archives documents from these and certain 

later document sets.  

          7.         The Agency also continues to violate the spirit and, I believe, letter 

of the FOIA. Take the case of Yuri Rastvorov, a Soviet defector and source for 

the now declassified, and widely reported, White House document entitled 

“Subject: Interview with Rastvorov (former MVD) concerning U.S. prisoners of war 

in the USSR” (Jan. 31, 1955) attached as Exhibit 3, which was declassified 

pursuant to my request after years of review. Following the 2004 death of 

Rastvorov (reported in the Washington Post and elsewhere), I submitted a FOIA 

request to the CIA for files concerning his POW/MIA information. The Agency has 

refused even to admit the existence of such records, generated more than 60 

years ago, stating: “(I)n accordance with section 3.6(a) of Executive Order 

13526, the CIA can neither confirm nor deny the existence or nonexistence of 

records responsive to your request. The fact of the existence or nonexistence of 

requested records is currently and properly classified…” (Nov. 16, 2012). This 

response was issued despite the federal government’s declassification of 

Rastvorov’s White House POW report; comments in the media by former CIA 

officers concerning his POW information; and widely-publicized congressional 

                                                
others in this series). I believe CIA information is likely included in the still-classified files of CCRAK, 

a joint U.S. Army/CIA organization known to have collected POW/MIA information during and 

after the Korean War. “Withdrawal Sheets” for CCRAK include “350.05 E.E.I. Escape and 

Evasion,” a document from Aug. 11, 1955, among others.  
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testimony and media interviews on other topics by Rastvorov after his defection, 

which were almost certainly approved and managed by the CIA.  To my 

knowledge, these POW/MIA records involving Rastvorov -- and later files from 

certain other Soviet defectors related to Vietnam POW/MIAs, see below -- have 

not been produced pursuant to this litigation. 

8.  Vietnam War POW/MIA records are also apparently being withheld 

by the CIA. These documents fall into several categories: 

CIA records specifically mentioned in other production by title, content 

and/or date but apparently not produced: 

 

9. The missing “initial reviews” mentioned in, and other records related 

to, a produced document entitled “The [REDACTED] Reports” and provided by 

CIA to various Senators on or about May 26, 1993. This produced document 

(C006002491) mentions the continued “political sensitivity” of reports provided 

years before by the [REDACTED] source, because they “tend to corroborate” 

the (then) recently revealed Soviet “1205 Document” attached as Exhibit 4. This 

redacted source is almost certainly defector Dr. Dang Tan, whose defection was 

made public in a press conference arranged by the CIA in 1971. Other records 

that I believe exist concerning this defector’s knowledge of US POW/MIAs and 

the CIA’s analysis of that knowledge – including, I believe, at least one CIA 

memo to senior White House officials -- should be produced. 

10.  The CIA Memorandum for Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, “Subject: Indication 

that the Communists Are Holding Previously Unlisted U.S. POWs as a Future 

Bargaining Tool, March 20, 1973.”  This document (C00313431) is referenced in a 
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record released at least twice under production, but I have not found the 

document itself in the production or in the CIA’s FOIA Web site. 

11.  The “Memorandum for National Security Advisor Anthony Lake from 

National Intelligence Officer for East Asia (NIC/CIA), indicating it was ‘possible’ 

Hanoi held back US POWs in 1973, and was angry reparations from the U.S. had 

not been forthcoming,” dated December 13, 1993.  The existence of this 

document and its description are revealed in other production. I believe this 

record may be the same document described elsewhere as: “Memorandum to 

Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs Anthony Lake from National 

Intelligence Officer for East Asia Robert Suettinger, dated December 13, 1993. 

(S).”  

12.  The “Memorandum for Director of Central Intelligence, Subject: Re-

evaluation of PW/MIA Information, dated August 13, 1976” (C00313431). 

13.  The record: “Central Intelligence Agency, Director of Intelligence 

Memorandum, Hanoi and US Prisoners of War June 28, 1971” (C00313431). 

14.  “CIA 240202Z Jul 82, Subject: Organization and Inmates of Tan Lap 

Prison, Vinh Phu Province (North Vietnam)” (C00313431). 

15.  “Memorandum for the Record, 22 December, 1970, Subject: 

Meeting of the NSC Ad Hoc Group on Vietnam, see para 4, “Possible High-Level 

DRV Meeting in Hanoi” (C00313431). 

16.  “DO Spot Report date 6 January 1981.”  

17.  “Memorandum for the Record,” March 5, 1999 (C0600273): 
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“September 1996 and August 1998 Top Secret memorandum.”  

CIA records specifically alluded to in production but,  

to my knowledge, not produced 

 

18.      These include CIA documents concerning U.S. POWs reported in North 

Korea prior to 1975 and after 1982, including but not limited to those allegedly 

captured during the Vietnam War and shipped to Hanoi’s allies in North Korea. 

Production has included a March 9, 1988 document (Hall Exhibit 44) entitled 

“Alleged Sightings of Americans POWs in North Korea from 1975 to 1982” and a 

produced CIA memo confirms its search was limited to 1975-82. Based on 

reported sightings released by the DoD and other U.S. agencies, including some 

still listed as classified, I believe there is a strong possibility CIA has reports from 

before 1975 and after 1982 concerning alleged American POWs in North Korea. 

They should be produced. 

CIA records that , based upon other production, almost certainly exist due to 

known Agency processes but, to my knowledge, have not been produced 

 

    19. Records almost certainly remain to be produced in relation to the 2-

page letter, attached as Exhibit 5, from the DCI to the Director of the Defense 

Intelligence Agency, Aug. 28, 1985, that concerns “the (Central Intelligence) 

Agency’s capability to [REDACTED] should other credible intelligence sources 

indicate the possible presence of U.S. POWs” (C00479076). The letter appears to 

discuss the CIA’s ability to conduct secret operations in Southeast Asia involving 

reported POWs. In my experience, a detailed letter such as this, from the head 
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of the CIA to the head of the DIA, would have been written based on staff 

reports and analysis, which have to my knowledge not been produced. 

20. POW-related information from CIA debriefings of various Soviet 

defectors, including MIG-pilot defector Alexander Zuyev, who was moved to the 

United States and whose POW/MIA knowledge is referenced in 2016 production 

and limited open-source references. The produced document C06002273 from 

1999 also refers to additional information from Soviet sources that has not been 

produced. 

21. CIA analysis of the statement by Dmitri Volkogonov, Russian head of 

the U.S. Joint Commission on POW/MIAs, whose widely-publicized comments on 

a “KGB-assigned mission and plan to ‘transfer knowledgeable Americans (POWs 

in Vietnam) to the USSR’” is also referenced in 2016 production. 

 

CIA records that, based upon information revealed outside this production by 

the CIA and/or other sources, almost certainly exist due to known Agency 

processes but, to my knowledge, have not been produced 

 

     22.     CIA records produced pursuant to a memo from the Director of the 

CIA (DCI) to the Deputy Director of Operations (DDO) entitled “Subject: Prisoners 

of War” and reading: “I’d like a rundown of the present state of our knowledge, 

leads, and activities with respect to POWs,” attached as Exhibit 6.  I retrieved this 

April 29, 1985 memo from the CIA FOIA Web site; it appears related to another 

document on the site entitled “LETTER - SOLARZ TO CASEY - REQUEST FOR INFO 

ON POW - WALL STREET JOURNAL ARTICLE DATED 24 APRIL 1985--INTERIM 
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RESPONSE” (CIA-RDP87M01152R000500640048-0). I have not seen this document, 

or the “final response” that was presumably sent by the DCI, in production. 

 

23. CIA analysis and support of the effort in 1984-5 (detailed by the US 

Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs, declassified State Department 

records and other sources) to respond to an alleged Vietnamese offer to sell 

American POW/MIA remains and, potentially, living POWs to the United States. 

Assistant Secretary of State Paul Wolfowitz informed Secretary of State George 

Shultz of a plan to pay for remains and "possible live POWs" (also called 

“breathers”, according, the Senate noted, to a January 1985 memo marked 

"super-sensitive.") NSC staffer Richard Childress, with the concurrence of the 

National Security Advisor, traveled to Vietnam and “intended to fund the 

initiative with either CIA or private funds,” according to the Senate, which 

reported “the Committee could not conclusively determine whether individuals 

in the government of North Vietnam discussed the possibility of there being live 

POWs in 1984; the Select Committee does find that the sale of remains was 

discussed.” In my experience, such a sensitive foreign policy initiative could not 

have occurred without CIA documentation being produced, especially as the 

White House was considering the use of “CIA funds” for the transaction. 

   24.  POW/MIA records involving Le Quang Khai, a Vietnamese 

diplomat who defected to the US in/around 1992 and made comments 

concerning Hanoi’s retention of US POW/MIA. 
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  25.  Supporting documents related to various documents released 

on the CIA Web site, but apparently not in production. These include files used to 

prepare the 23-page, Top Secret “USVietnamese Talks on POWs/MIAs 

During the Nixon, Ford, and Carter Administrations 

Prepared for Richard Childress, National Security Council,” Sep. 23, 1985 

(released on the CIA FOIA Web site, Document Number (FOIA) / ESDN 

(CREST): 0005359871.  I also believe relevant documents remain unproduced that 

relate to various entries in the President’s Daily Brief (PDB) record series, released 

in part on the CIA FOIA site this year. This includes but is not limited to supporting 

documentation for statements in the Feb. 28, 1973 PDB that: “Hanoi's 

announcement that no US prisoners will be released until ‘serious problems’ in the 

implementation of the Vietnam agreement are take care of appears to reflect 

North Vietnamese fears that return of all the prisoners will cost them their 

leverage.” The June 4, 1974 PDB notes that “four Americans are believed to have 

been captured in Laos prior to the February 1973 cease-fire agreement,” in 

addition to 314 Americans listed as MIA. This briefing for the President reports: “The 

Communists' failure to release any prisoners prior to the June 4 deadline supports 

earlier indications that they intend to use the issue to force changes in US and Thai 

policy toward Laos,” followed by a redacted section. While production does 

include documents that apparently allude to the four captured Americans, I 

believe other records related to these PDBs, along with PDBs from the late 1970s 

and after that contain POW/MIA information, may not have been produced. 
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26. High-quality photographs, audio and video records involving 

POW/MIA. To my knowledge, no such records have been produced, although 

produced records and declassified CIA documents show they exist.  

           27.  Documents related to dozens of still-classified “live sightings” listed 

by the Defense POW/MIA Accounting Agency (DPAA), which receives 

information from, and coordinates certain activities with, the CIA.  Aside from 

“live sightings” of allegedly identified American POW/MIAs, the DPAA makes 

public a list of classified “generic case files,” which involve alleged sightings of 

American POW/MIAs in Southeast Asia and North Korea whose names are not 

provided in or evident from the reports. In relation to Vietnam, these “generic” 

files appear to be part of a broader group of 55 classified “unresolved live 

sightings” (generic and named sightings) of Americans in Southeast Asia, most 

reported in “captive environments” (figure as of June 9, 2016).  

 “As a matter of policy, all firsthand live sightings remain classified while 

being analyzed or investigated. Once a sighting is resolved, the initial report and 

all associated documents are reviewed for declassification, and as appropriate, 

released,” the DPAA has stated on its Web site.  Based upon historical sources of 

“live sightings” and intelligence community and DPAA processing of such cases, 

along with publicly-available descriptions of these files, I believe some were 

likely generated by, contain information from, or have been analyzed and/or 

investigated by, the CIA. It appears not all such files have been produced. 
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In the context of this case, the FOIA and other laws involving classification 

of POW/MIA information, it is worth noting the “generic files” involving US 

POW/MIAs from Vietnam date back to Nov. 9, 1979, the “date of report” for the 

oldest listing, entitled “Americans in North Vietnam.” The DPAA states this 

document is classified because its investigation is “ongoing,” apparently 

meaning the US government is still “investigating” a report received in 1979. 

Korean War generic files dating back almost 15 years are still classified. The 

oldest listed Korean file was apparently received on April 22, 2002, but is still 

“under investigation.” 

28. Open sources, including some reviewed and approved 

prior to publication by the CIA, indicate the existence of records not produced. 

For example, the CIA had a source (codename: “PASSAGE”) providing “details 

of Hanoi’s secret bargaining position” during the 1972 Paris Peace Talks and also 

launched a covert operation that year to investigate an estimated 50 or more 

US military and civilian POWs held in caves near the Laotian city of Sam Neua, 

according to former CIA official Antonio J. Mendez in his 1999 book The Master 

of Disguise: My Secret Life in the CIA (the CIA also managed coded messages 

from US POWs during the war.3) This book was cleared by the CIA Publication 

Review Board. However, to my knowledge, all relevant information on 

“PASSAGE,” coded POW messages and the 1972 classified operation have not 

                                                
3 The CIA Web site also includes a 2016 document entitled “Intelligence Support for Communications with US 
POWs in Vietnam.” I have not seen this document or the CIA sources on which it is based in production. 
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been produced. Another example involves an “elderly Laotian” woman with 

close ties to senior Laotian officials. She provided highly-sensitive intelligence to 

the CIA regarding US POWs held in Laos after the war, according to the 2014 

book Abandoned in Place by Lynn O’Shea, which documents repeated 

references in the Senate investigation to this CIA source. The book also provides 

extensive details of CIA support for a potential POW rescue operation in Laos. I 

believe some CIA documents concerning the Laotian source and the 

rescue operation have not been produced. 

 

DATE:  September 23, 2016. 

         

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to 

the best of my knowledge and belief 

 

 

            

Mark A. Sauter 
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USAF review(s) completed. 16 March 1954 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 

SUBJECT: (Unclassified) u. S. Prisoners of War Remaining in Communist 
Custody After Termination of Exchange of Prisoners Under Ter.ms 
of Korean Armistice Agreement 

1. An unknown but apparently substantial number of U. s. military 
personnel captured in the course of the Korean War are still being held 
prisoners by the Communist Forces. These individuals will not necessarily 
be retained in North Korea or Manchuria, but may be held elsewhere within 
the Soviet orbit. 

25X1 

2. While it is possible that the release of some or all of these 
prisoners of war may eventually be effected through diplomatic negotiations, 
the fact that to this day apparently large numbers of German and Japanese 
prisoners of war from World War II are still in cus tody must be accepted 
as a Communist pattern. Today, f or the first time, U. s. personnel in any 
quantity are coming into contact with this pattern. It is a fundamental 
obligation of the u. s. Government to vigorously pursue every authorized 
means to recover its fighting men being held hostage by anyone under any 
circumstances whatsoever. 

3. The recovery of even a single individual in this category would 
have a salutary effect upon the morale of u. s. milit ary personnel in 
contact with Communist Forces in the event of future hostilities, and 
would be of inestimable value in our National psychological program to 
expose for the world at large to see and understand the true nature of 
the Soviet-directed world Communist plot. 

4. It is therefore requested that requirements be placed on appro
priate operating organizations for clandestine and covert action to locate, 
identity, and recover those U. s. prisoners of war still in Communist custody. 
This action should take precedence over all other evasion and escape activi
ties currently being planned or undertaken by the Agency in support of 

\/ military requirements. It is further requested that any information col
. lected pertaining to U. s. and other United Nations prisoners of war still 

c oeUN!NT 110, in Commun~st custody be immediately forwarded to this Headquarters. 
Nil C l!:lti:~ I~ CLASS~ 
l.J N.C!.> :lS!f'iED .. /"( 

;.: ;:~·· ,,~ : .. :;~~~/\~~ ~ ~ -~- ~-~(.- ~L ('/ .. .? 
1.::1;!-l: il ll , ~·2 //T ~ 

25Xti .. r!tr-i:!l'.) BWilVfjR~ I - - - = • ~ U I Jt a f. F. TWINING . 
:h• ottice ot record tor this dooumen~hf:f of Staff, United States Air Force 
Chht • PsyaholoRiaal Voer ra-re Division, Special he\ndlin!~ ot this pere!' ta requested. 

Directorate or Plan:.; . DCS/Or;.erat1ons, Hq. USAF. • Acoess should b·; 1 ':m , ted to 1ud1viduala requi:ri%3& 
Normal handl i ng prooedur~:os are not applicable. the intor.111.:.. l. j ou h&rdl\ in ordel' to oarry out theb 
Request reolies Ol' reter!fll!es ..h ~ ,. ~ .duti.e.s 
reotly to ~r thro&RI?r~fuo~PI R'llof%!~~:~·atrP80Ru17.n.:,.oooaoo120028-5 

t?s y tlla.v ~~-v 
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MAR 24 1954 

:MEM>RANDUM FORa DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 

THROUGH a 

SUBJECT a 

RFFI!:RENCES a 

DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PLANS) 

u. s. Priscnera of War Remaining in 
Communist Custody • 

!• Memo fta. C/S, USAF, dtd 16 Nar •54, 
Subj • as above • 

E• Memo fm Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2, 
D/A, dtd 14 Aug '531 Subj. 11Post 
Korean Armistice Planning for Covert, 
Clandestine, and Related Activities." 

1. Reference a. contains a request from Chief of Staff, 
USAF that CIA undertake to locate, identify, and recover u.s. 
Priscners of War still in Conununist custody. 

2. This request is in most respects identical with 
reference b. 1 which was received last August from the Assistant 
Chief of Staff, G-21 D/A. 

3. The FI Staff has had a long standing requirement for 
information of this type, but so far has not obtained any 
worthwhile intelligence in this regard. 

4. It is believed, as you are no doubt aware, that CIA 
has little or no operational capability t o recover personnel 
from those areas in .which PaN's are being held in Manchuria, 
China, or the Soviet Union. In almost all such areas the 
priority of CIA effort is on the collection of early warning 
and order of battle information. 

S. It is the opinion of this Staff that thie Agency has no 
significant capabilities along the lines requested by the USAF • 

6. It is therefore recommended that you sign the attached 
memorandum to Chief of Staff, USAF. 

25X1 
::~ ~ ... ::. ~~- ~ :.~ ... : ~ns . 0 
I "! · ; . '.·· 

., '1@ I 
. . , ..... ·- - --~~_/_ 

· . . ·· .. 
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Approved For Release 2003/09/02 : CIA-RDP80R01731R000800120027-6 

24 Mareh 1954 

Diawi'batioru 
Oric I 1 - Udnaan 

2- DCI 

~=~· 1-
1- OIS hruo 
1-JU 

-2-

Approved For Release 2003/09/02 : CIA-RDP80R01731R000800120027-6 
.. ' 
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tJ..ld wuld Ullll'»atlonab]T baft a ulllt.az7 •~ upoa mnle Slid 
would be t4 s1p1f'icaat TU. h aar aaUoaal ...,._ol ogical p!'O&I'Sa • 
.l~ the a.-~ I t .. l oerta.ta the.~ 7oa J"Mli• U. inherent 
dittioultlee imol.YecS 1a O)la"ratioM or th1a V;», pt.ri1oul.arJ.y u 
the wr,- territcr1ea wMn u.s. POliti ue l.Uaq to he held. 

). -nda lgel!ll.f¥ ha• bad a •cmt.1.J:ID..t.D requlnalont for t.be 
dewlO}aJnt ot inf'OJ'Jiatioa GD the looaUAm of tr.S. PCWa, aDd v1ll 
~to elldeawr to obtaln IIJV' poaaibla J.Dtolligence ill th1a 
nprcl. A:lfT 1Dtanaat1oa produced em th1. abject vUlt.~ 
OOZQ87ed aDi d1Mueed \lith lleedquartera, Ua1W States Air Porca. 
Aaa!d tbD Air Porce J"Qaeiw .., •teada• ..__d 'toiOrl.h7 ot expl.arat1oa, 
it vU.1 be appreoiated 1t J'IRlld.ll Mka \Mae amlable to •• CIA 
viU tJien ~ in a poelt1on to deteNlDe vtlat etep&-, it 81\'r 1 can be 
appro,Pr'U.~ ~ towards etf•otbg the releaM of the 'POW3 
ilm:i1. ftd. 

n 
IJ ,. :I -
.. L····· .. -[)~611 
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4. You JDq 1» nN that Oil v:tll do ~ practicable 
t.o ae~~p]l with 10m:' rtquaa\ aDd v1ll. lla.lAtain appropriate aontut 
wlth Jet'# BeedQ'G&rters aonoarniac tiWI .U3eot. 

~\11£1 

ALl'.'U V • DOLU'.S 
Director 

25X1~ 6 ~ 11rt/ 

~ ·. 
tV~-.'- I . d,t.~--<P ~-

1 .2- ~/ 
25X1 I - ~ fj?., 
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1- I 
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CC iVlemoranaum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . _ _'j 

TO DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 
DATE: 26 May 1954 

25X1 FROM : I 
------------------~ 

suBJECT: U.S. PRISONERS OF WAR REMAINING IN COMMUNIST CUSTODY 

In compliance with your request, the letter to the Chief of staff 
of the Air Force in regard to the recovery of Air Force personnel now held 

as prisoners bas been rewritten. 

The new letter to the Air Force is attached. · 

25X1 

-

r.~~uu~·:: ~n N!}. ·---- -----
t!C ~:~~ ::, :-: ·:;:·~. :···'· : 1• i' ~:). u 

. . . 
0 t.,. r: . ~· . " 
m.,~~·::. ; ·. , ·, ;- :{J z,oll 
~~~~-; .,~:... . . ! . • a • • --- ------

1 
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f 

-MEMORANDUM FOR: I.fr. Dt. Je 

PM, which has the carbon of this letter, 
is preparing a reply for your signature which 
will be here tomorrow, Wedneeday, 24 March. 

RWF 

~ORM NO. 10.101 JAN 1852 
(47) 
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